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PROVIDING SUPPORT SINCE 1972 TO USERS OF MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDING EQUIPMENT

ELECTRO-TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION specializes in the repair and replacement of recorder parts, sub-assemblies and systems. Our services include the remanufacture and fabrication of non-available parts to original specifications—or better.

Quality workmanship is an essential ingredient in everything we do. All components are guaranteed to meet or exceed the original 3M specifications.

We thoroughly know 3M equipment—our engineers and technicians are 3M trained. Their in-depth experience, backed by our extensive documentation, enables us to offer complete support for your equipment.

Because support is our primary business we are able to keep costs to you low and turnaround fast.

We also offer these additional services:

- Head Restacking
- Custom Engineering
- Contract Testing
- System Accessories
- Maintenance Training
- Factory Overhauling
- Technical Support

Technical Staff
The expertise, in-depth experience and dedication of our engineers and technicians is a key element in our capability to provide manufacturing workmanship of uncompromisingly high quality. We are also fully experienced in computerized testing, which we do for many of our repaired and manufactured items.

Facilities
Encompassing 8,000 square feet, our modern plant is laid out for efficient work flow. It contains testing bays, assembly areas, model shop, parts storage, computer systems, and administrative offices.

Model Shop
The unique capabilities of our in-house model shop are enhanced by CNC (Computer Numeric Control) equipment, lathes, sheetmetal equipment, precision measurement instruments, an injection molder and a variety of specialized hand tools.

Test Equipment
We take great pride in our full range of sophisticated test equipment, and diligently maintain their accuracy.

Administrative Support
Using on-line computer systems, our administrative support staff is geared to respond quickly to your requests for quotation, to set up production schedules and monitor order status. Other systems are also in place to manage lists of material, drawing records and where-used lists.

Parts Inventory
More than 2000 different replacement sub-assemblies and parts for 3M professional audio recorders are stocked in our warehouse. This extensive on-hand stock, plus our on-line computer inventory system, enables us to react quickly to your needs. Normally we can ship in-stock items within 7 to 14 days. Emergency shipments can be rushed out within 24 hours.